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Today’s planned strike was called
off after the UCU (lecturers union)
had their demands met by
university management. While the
concessions relate to the process
of consultation and review rather
than guarantees to protect jobs
and education, it remains a
significant victory in the struggle
against the bosses’ devastating
£35m cuts.
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the struggle goes on
Now we need to prepare to build
the Education Teach-in on April
24th, which will bring together
education activists from across the
country. We can use this as a
platform to revitalise the cuts
campaign at Leeds, and continue
to organise against compulsory
redundancies and cuts to support
staff. Cuts of half a billion £££ in the
higher education budget has been
announced today, which makes
defence of our education critical.

WORLDREVOLUTION.ORG.UK

LUAC
Leeds University is facing
£35million of cuts
Up to 700 jobs are at risk
The ‘economies exercise’
means every dept. must slash
10% - no part of the uni will
escape the axe
Leeds uni against cuts want to
organise a democratic, mass
student resistance to cuts –
get involved here:
TINYURL.COM/LEEDSUAC
LEEDSUNIREVOLUTION@GMAIL.COM
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